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Polycab frls cable data sheet

Single core multi-stranded copper conductor, FR PVC insulated cables with excellent flame retardant properties. Single multi-standard core copper conductor, PVC insulated FRLS with excellent flame retardant, low smoke, and low halogen properties. Single polytyr core copper conductor, dense frzh
insulated cable with excellent low flame retardant smoke properties that have rohs zero halogen compliances Single polytyr core copper conductors, PVC FRLF insulated cable with excellent flame retardant property that has rohs compliance supporting a green revolution. Polycab single core heat
resistance flame retardant low pvc smoke insulated industrial cable at 1100v. Voltage degree with flexible ducts. Single core multi-stranded copper conductor, fibrillation tape insulated with a special compound that has excellent flame delay and which has continuous circuit integrity for 3 hours ar 950 c in
case of fire. The power of green: With rising global warming, the world needs environmentally friendly, safe and high-performance cables. Combining innovative engineering with meticulously selected materials, Polycab introduced Green Cables in accordance with strict European rules on environmental
sustainability and cable safety. Polycab green cable is energy efficient, recyclable, is roHS compliant, has low smoke density and emits less toxic gases in extreme fire situations, thus making it the preferred option for green buildings. Explore the range of wire products from Polycab. Download Polycab's
extensive range of electrical cables and cables manufactured using the latest technology (Electron Beam/Buss Co-fermenters) with world-class materials under strict quality assurance procedures with full traceability of supplier materials in all production processes. Polycab R&amp;D Center is the
backbone for the development of innovative compounds and materials that provide superior performance that ensures compliance with all local and international standards validated by comprehensive testing in Polycab's nabl laboratory and in external third-party laboratories. Connect to a better life
connect to Polycab cables TO connect to a better life, explore the Cables &amp; Wires product line from Polycab. Download single core multi stranded copper conductor, FR PVC insulated cables with excellent flame retardant properties. Single multi-standard core copper conductor, PVC insulated FRLS
with excellent flame retardant, low smoke, and low halogen properties. Single polytypatic core copper conductor, dense frzh insulated cable with excellent low flame retardant smoke properties having rohs compliants halogen Single polytyr core copper conductors, PVC FRLF insulated cable with excellent
flame retardant property that has rohs compliance supporting a green revolution. Polycab single core heat resistance flame retardant low pvc smoke insulated industrial cable at 1100v. Voltage degree with flexible ducts. Pipelines. multi stranded copper conductor core, fibrillation insulated with a special
compound that has excellent flame delay and has continuous circuit integrity for 3 hours ar 950 c in case of fire. The power of green: With rising global warming, the world needs environmentally friendly, safe and high-performance cables. Combining innovative engineering with meticulously selected
materials, Polycab introduced Green Cables in accordance with strict European rules on environmental sustainability and cable safety. Polycab green cable is energy efficient, recyclable, is roHS compliant, has low smoke density and emits less toxic gases in extreme fire situations, thus making it the
preferred option for green buildings. Explore the range of wire products from Polycab. Download Polycab is one of India's leading manufacturers of cables and cables and related products such as uPVC ducts and lugs and glands. We have a range of cables and cables for almost every application. More
recently Polycab has also launched a wide range of consumer electrical products such as fans, switches, Switchgear, LED lights and luminaires, solar converters and pumps. Our products are widely available all over the country and enjoy a reputation for great quality and superior durability. 18% Market
Share &amp; Development of 25 Production Facilities 40 Countries We export our products 3450 Authorized Distributors and expand 125000 Retailers that connect us with consumers Watch our latest TV ads The journey began with a small electric retail store in Mumbai's Lohar Chawl becoming one of
India's largest cables and wires and fast-moving consumer electrical company in a matter of just about 5 decades under the dynamic leadership of the Jaisinghani family. Polycab's extensive range of electrical cables and cables is manufactured using the latest technology (Electron Beam/Buss Co-
fermenters) with world-class materials under strict quality assurance procedures with full traceability of supplier materials in all production processes. Polycab R&amp;D Center is the backbone for the development of innovative compounds and materials that provide superior performance that ensures
compliance with all local and international standards validated by comprehensive testing in Polycab's nabl laboratory and in external third-party laboratories. Connect to a better life connect to Polycab cables TO connect to a better life, explore the Cables &amp; Wires product line from Polycab. Download
Polycab's extensive range of electrical cables and cables manufactured using the latest technology (Electron Beam/Buss with world-class materials under strict quality assurance procedures with full traceability of supplier materials in all production processes. Polycab R &amp; D Center is the backbone
for the development of innovative compounds and materials that provide superior performance that ensures compliance with all and international standards validated by integrated tests in Polycab's internal laboratory and in external third-party laboratories. Connect to a better life connect to Polycab
cables TO connect to a better life, explore the Cables &amp; Wires product line from Polycab. Download
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